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About This Game

If you both like playing cards with your friends and cruelty and carnage, you are in the right place! Some can say these things
cannot be combined, but we’ve done the work – and unleash our Frankenstein for you.

Linch is a multiplayer first person card game where all the gameplay takes place in the train coupe. All you need to do – use
your brains and have some pleasure trying to kill everyone who’ll be at the opposite side of the table. Thrilling cutscene

animations and sound will bring you into the atmosphere of fear.

- Take the role of a captive, who plays for his life as the stake.

- Play with friends or people from all over the world.

- Untraditional approach of playing in a card games world.

- Lots of beautiful, bright animations of you or your opponent being tortured for your moves.

- 22 different bonuses – use them to defense and attack, saving your life, or you’ll be killed with the help of them!

To feel comfortable while playing, read about game rules and game mechanics carefully.
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I recommend waiting till later to get this game, and with the people saying "Not enough players" do look at release date, its
common sense to know there isnt many playing

I bought this game for me and a friend, we go beyond the requirements but still get 10fps on the lowest settings, either
requirements are not true, or this game is not good for public yet.

But for the very little seconds did play this, its ehhh i would play it if ran more smooth.
and for the "low amount of players" you don't need to fix this, but i do suggest adding in a AI mode or something.. Fun game to
play with mates, only prob is it is so friggin laggy and glitchy. As soon as they sort out the turns and card selection it will be a
fun game. As it stands at the moment id say wait till they fix the game.. this game is straight up trash...the main point of the
game is to play online with your friends and have an awesome expirience...the only problem is that you can't really play with
your friends because you are literaly unable to join lobbies.If you want to make a lobby by yourself it's not that hard you only
need to press create lobby and never press join lobby otherwise you won't be able to press anything else again. Now if you want
to join a lobby this is complicated...you have 0.1% chance of the game working in your favor and showing you the available
lobbys...afters that you need to find the lobby you want and double click to join...if you can't that means that the game is bugged
and you need to restart it...after all that hard work if you manage to join the lobby then the owner has to press the play button
but i'm sure it won't work sadly, keep in mind tho that every time you don't complete one of the steps above with success you
need to restart your game because it means that it's bugged. The only horror in this game is the configuration by the creators and
the lag it offers the users. I have this game around a month or so and i still haven't been able to play online...this is stupid and it
makes me even more angry....the only reason i didn't want to refund is because paying the company that made this game may
help them make it better. In case you want to buy this game then DON'T.. the online is dead no one play it and glitches but the
game idea is nice so nice. I don't think it's a bad game, but there are some issues to work out. I think you should be able to play
against a bot because I can never seem to find any other players. Maybe allow some character customization. A tutorial would
also be nice. That could add a bit of story and tell the player how they got on the train in the first place.. I like this game its
nice.. If you don't create the lobby you will be laggy as ♥♥♥♥♥♥
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Fun game, entertaining cutscenes, highly competitive, what else could be said.. this game is awesome love the way it has a
interesting 180 degree look around i definitly can see this on a vr one day in distant future. easy rules very easy to play but hard
to master. it has quite a few bugs as far as server issues with if youre not host game is more buggy or laggy. sometimes cards
overlapping and you cant use the card underneath or seperate the cards that do overlap. othe rthan that very well done and very
well made game just fix the server lag issue and over lapping card bug and it should be fine. also not may play this game but i do
reccomend playing it its ton of fun also i reccomend adding people who play this game as a friend or by it for aother friend as
wells o you have soemone else playing with you due to not many playing it theres usually no one to play the game with you
online.. The rules are simple, I dunno what those people are complaining about, but the lag. I can say for certain that this is the
first game ever where I've lagged because I'm NOT the host. Unless your opponent is fine with feeling like an epileptic that
disconnects after 5 minutes and lets you host, this game is not playable.. This game is not fun. The rules are confusing on how to
play. the fps is very low and the only redeeming quality is the gore which is hard to see because of the frames. If you are looking
for a fun card game play something like solitare or card hunter.. I love it its a good game reminds me of resident evil. But i wish
there was more people to play it. This game is bad, not worth 5.99. game was quite entertaining however i feel the rules don't
explain as much as it should, you can somewhat get an idea of how to play but it's still quite hard.. There is none 2 play with??
"No sessions found...". Like the game. It can be a little buggy sometimes.. Anyone want to play it now add me so we can go into
a game together as now there are no lobbies.
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